
CIIAPTER III. EXISTING REGULATORY CONDITIONS 

The existing regulatory setting for the Bay-Delta Estuary consists of the requirements set 
forth in water quality control plans, water right decisions, and biological opinions issued 
under the federal BSA. A summary of existing requirements relevant to the adoption of fish 
and wildlife objectives for the estuary are presented below. 

A. 1978 DELTA PLAN AND D-1485 

On August 16, 1978, the SWRCB adopted both the 1978 Delta Plan and D-1485. The 1978 
Delta Plan included water quality objectives intended to protect municipal and industrial, 
agricultural, and fish and wildlife beneficial uses in the Delta, and fish and wildlife beneficial 
uses in the Suisun Marsh. 

D-1485 was adopted as the primary means to implement the 1978 Delta Plan. While it is 
consistent with the 1978 Delta Plan, D-1485 only incorporates those elements of the plan for 
which a State or federal water project mitigation responsibility or a compelling public interest 
was shown. Therefore, D-1485 requires the DWR and the USBR to meet the objectives in 
the 1978 Delta Plan with the exception of the agricultural objectives for the southern Delta. 
The SWRCB determined that, because the Delta SWP and CVP facilities had no apparent 
direct impact on water quality conditions in the southern Delta, requiring the projects to meet 
southern Delta agriculmral objectives could not be justified. Water Right Decision 1422 
(SWRCB 1973), adopted for the New Melones Project in 1973, already required releases of 
water from New Melones Reservoir for the purpose of maintaining a mean monthly total 
dissolved solids concentration no greater than 500 parts per million @pm) in the San Joaquin 
River at Vernalis. The D-1485 water quality standards are presented in Table m-1. 

The underlying principle of the 1978 Delta Plan and D-1485 standards is that water quality in 
the Delta should be at least as good as those levels which would have been available had the 
State and federal water projects not been constructed (i.e., without project conditions), as 
liited by the constimtional mandate of reasonable use. The standards include adjustments in 
the levels of protection to reflect changes in hydrologic conditions ~experienced under 
different water year types. 

The level of protection for municipal and industrial uses afforded by the 1978 Delta Plan and 
D-1485 was equivalent to that of the Regional Water Quality Control Plan for the 
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Basin (Basin 5B Plan) that was effective in 1978. However, 
unlike the Basin 5B Plan, the 1978 Delta Plan and D-1485 include no standard for protection 
of municipal and industrial uses offshore at Antioch. The Antioch standard was terminated 
when the SWRCB determined that adequate substitute water supplies were available to all 
municipal and industrial users, including salt-sensitive industries, in the vicinity of Antioch. 
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Table III-1. Water Right Decision 1485 (D-1485) water quality standards for the 
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta and &sun Marshu. 
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Table III-l. Water Right Decision 1485 (D-1485) water quality standards for the 
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta and Suisun Marshu (continued). 
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Table III-l. Water Right Decision 1485 (D-1485) water quality standards for&? 
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta and Suisun Marsh” (continued). 

FISH PROTECTIVE FACILITIES 

Maintain appropriate-records of the numbers, sizes, kinds of fish salvaged and 01 water export rates and fish 
facility operations. 

STATE FISH PROTECTIVE FACILITY 

The facility is to be operated to meet the following standards to the extent that they are compatible with water 
export rates: 

(a) King Salmdn - from November through May 14, standards.shall be as fOllOwS: 
(1) Approach Velocity - 3.0 to 3.5 feet per second 
(2) Bypass Ratio - maintain 1.2:l.O to 1.6:l.O ratios in both prim&y and secondary channels 
(3) Primary Bay - not critical but use Bay B as first choice 
(4) Screened Water System - lhe velocity of water exiting from the screened water system is not to exceed 

the secondary channel approach velocity. The system may be turned off at the discretjon of the operators. 

(b) Striped Bass and White Catfish - from May 15 lhrotigh October. standards shall be as follows: 
(1) Approach Velocity - in both the primary and secondary.channels, maintain a velocity as close to 1.0 

feet per second as is possibie 
(2) Bypass R&o 

(i) When only Bay A (with center wall). is in operation maintain a 1.2:l.O ratio 
fii) When both primawbavs are in ofKrati,on and ,the approach velocity is less than 2.5 feet per second, 

the bypass ratiosh&ld be’l.5:i.c 
(iii) When only Bay B is operating the bypass ratib shoul~d be 1.2:l.O 
(iv) Secondarychannel bypass ratio should be 1.2:l.O for all approach velocities. 

(3) +tiaryChannel - use Bay A (with center well) in preference to Bay B 
(4). Screened Water Ratio - if the use of screened’viater .is necessary, the velocity of water exiting the 

scretined water system iS not to.exceed the secondary channel approach velocity 
.(5) Clifton,Cxwt Forebay Water Level - maintain at the highest practical level. 

TRACY FISH PROTECTIVE FACILITY 

The secondary systenf is ‘to be,operated to meet the foll&ing standard&. to the extent that they are compatible 
with water export rates: 
(a) The secondary velocity should be maintained at 3.0 to 3.5 feet per second whenever possible from February 

through May while salmon are present 
(b) To the extent possible, the seconqlary velocity should not exceed 2.5 beet per second and preferably 1.5 feet 

per second between June 1 and August 31. to increase the efficiency for striped bass, catfish. shad, and other 
fish. .Secondary velocities should be reduced even at the expense of bypass ratios in the primary, but the ratio 
should not be reduced below 1:l.O 

(c) The screened water discharge should be kept at the lowest possible level consistent with its purpose of 
minimizing debris in the holding tanks 

(d) The bypass ratio in the secondary should be operated tq prevent excessive velocities in the holding tanks, but 
in no case should the byQass velocity be less than the secondary approach velocity. 

. ., ., 
FOOTNOTES 
2 Except for flow, all values &for surface zone measurements. Except for flow. all mean daily value.? are based 

on at least hourly measurements. All dates are inclusive. 
~-,~-Fc@note 2 is set forth on next sheet. 
1 When no date is shown in the adjacent column, EC limit in this Column begins on April 1. 

. 

41 lf contracts to ensure such facilities and water supplies are not executed by January 1. 1960, the Board Will take 
appropiiate enforcement actions to prevent encroachment on riparian rights in the southern Delta. 

51 For the purpose, of this provision firm supplies of the Bureau shall be any water the Bureau is legally obligated 
to deliver under any CVP contract of 10 years or more duration, excluding the Friant Division of the GVP. subject 
only to dry and critical year deficiencies. Firm supplies of the Department shall be any water the Department 
would have delivered under Table A entitlements of water supply contracts and under prior right settlements had 

s/ 
+liciencies not bee? imposed in that dry or critical year. 
Dry yeaE:!@!owing a wet, above normal or below normal year. .‘.’ 

1/ Dry year following a dry or critical year. 
221 Scheduled water SupPlies shall be firm SuPplies for USER and DWR plus additional water ordered from DWR by a 

COntraCtOr the Previous September. and which does not~exceed the ultimate ann~ai enlillement for said contractor. 

NOTE: EC ulues are mmhos/cn\ R, 25%. 
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Footnote 2 of Table III-I.’ 

YEAR CLASSIFICATION 

YEAR TYPE9 

Year classification shall be determined by the forecast 
of Sacramento Valley unimpaired runoff for the current water 
year (October 7 of the preceding calendar Year through 

All Years for 

September 30 of the, current calendar year) as published -in __~ 

California Department of Water Resources Bulletin 120 for 
.- 

the sum of the following locations: Sacramento River above 
Bend Bridge, near Red Bluff; Feather River. total inflow-to 
Oroville Reservoir; YOba River at Smartville; American 
River. total inflow to Folsom Reservoir. Preliminary - - 

i9.t 
determinations of year classification shall be made .in 
Febniary. March and April with final determination in May. 
These preliminary determinations shall be based on hydro- 
logic conditions to date plus forecasts of future runoff 
assuming normal precipitation for the remainder of the 
water year. 

YEAR TYPE 

wet IJ 

Above Normal II 

Below Normal I/ 

Dry 

Critical 

RUNOFF, MILLIONS OF ACRE-FEET 

equal to or greater than 19.6 (except 
equal to or greater than 22.5 in a year 
following a critical year).v 

greater than 15.3 and less than 19.6 
(except greater than 15.7 and less than 
225 in a year following a critical year).W 

equal to or less than 15.7 and greater 
than 12.5 (except in a year following a 
critical year).?/ 

equal to or less than 12.5 and greater 
than lOi2 (except equal& or less than 
15.7 and greater than 12.5 in a year 
following a critical ~kar).~J 

equal to or less than IO:2 (except equal 
t0 or less than 12.5 in a year following 
a critical year).3J 

2 

k 

; 

II 
,,., 

Any otherwise wet, above normal, or below normal year may be designated a subnormal 
snowmelt year whenever he forecast of April through July unimpaired runoff reported in 

Y 
the May issue of Bulletin 120 is less than 5.9 million acre-feet. 

The year type for the preceding water year will remain in effect until.the initial forecast 
of unimpaired runoff for the current water year is available. 

3J y-z 
,b’ear following critical year” c/assiii&tion does not apply to Agricultoraj, &qOnjcjpaf &d 

fndu$rial st$ndards. 
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The agricultural standards for the western and interior Delta in the 1978 Delta Plan and 
D-1485 result in substantially greater protection for Delta agricultural uses than that 
established in the Basin 5B Plan. 

The fish and wildlife standards in the 1978 Delta Plan and D-1485 were taken essentially 
from a draft Four-Agency Agreement developed among the DWR, DFG, USBR, and 
USFWS. While the standards in D-1485 were believed to approach a without-project level of 

‘protection for striped bass, it was acknowledged that they did not provide equivalent 
protection for many other species, such as white catfish, shad, and salmon. However, the 
level of protection provided for these species under the 1978 Delta Plan and D-1485 was 
believed to be reasonable until fmal determmations regarding a cross-Delta transfer facility or 
other mitigation were made. 

D-1485 requires that water quality standards in the Delta must be satisfied prior to any export 
from the Delta to other areas for any purpose. These standards are to be achieved by 
reduction of direct diversion at the project pumps, release of natural flow or water in storage, 
operation of the Delta Cross Channel gates, or any combination of these measures. To 
ensure the collection of data necessary to measure compliance with the standards, D-1485 
requires a monitoring program that is implemented through the terms and conditions in the 
DWR and the USBR water rights permits. 

Other D-1485 requirements of the permitees include: 

- Develop and implement a plan for full protection of the Suisun Marsh. 

Continue and report on negotiations with South Delta Water Agency (SDWA) 
concerning the construction of physical facilities or other measures for long-term 
protection of southern Delta agriculture. 

Report annually on: (1) methods used to determine flows past Rio Vista and 
improving accuracy of Delta outflow estimates, or on studies to be commenced to 
determine such procedures; and (2) methods for making more precise projections of 
salinity distribution in the Delta under varying inflow, outflow, and export conditions. 

Conduct special studies on the Delta and Suisun Marsh, and develop and improve 
water quality and biological predictive tools for the western Delta and Suisun Bay area 
(including Suisun Marsh), San Francisco Bay to the Golden Gate Bridge, and the 
interior Delta. 

__ Participate in research studies to determine: (1) outflow needs in San Francisco Bay; 
and (2) the need for winter flows for long-term protection of striped bass and other 
aquatic organisms in the Delta. 
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Table III-Z. Suisun Marshobjectives as amended in D-1485 in 1985. 

LOCATION 

SAMPLING 
SITE NOS. EFFECTWE 
(I-Amffl) PARAMETER DESCRIPTION DATES MONTHS VALUES 

C.2 

RSACO8I 

S.M(ncw) 

SLMZU25 

s-49 
SLMZUll 

S.ZJ(pr0p.) 

SLCENI 

S.33 

SLCRDDI 

S.Zl&op.) 

SLCRNI 

S.97@rop.) 

SLCRDOb 

S.3S(“CW) 

SLGYRO3 

s- 75 

SLGYROI 

s42 

SLSUS12 

ocr I.19991 

ocl /,/993 

ocr 1.1991 

or 

ocr 1, ,994 

act I, 1997 

oer 19.0 

NW 15.5 

DCC IS.5 

JotI /2.5 

FCh 8.0 

Mm *.0 

Apr 11.0 

nrny 11.0 



D-1485 also provides that: 

CVP export reductions required to minimize the diversion of young striped bass 
during May and June may be made up later in the year through coordinated operations 
involving direct diversion or re-diversion of stored water released through SWP 
facilities. 

- Variations in flow for experimental purposes for protection and enhancement of fish 
and wildlife may be allowed, upon SWRCB approval, provided that D-1485 
municipal, industrial, and agricultural standards are not violated. 

D-1485 adds conditions to the permits of the CVP and the SWP requiring that they meet 
water quality objectives. In all SWP permits and in CVP permits affecting the Delta, the 
SWRCB reserved jurisdiction to formulate or revise terms and conditions for salinity control 
and for fsh and wildlife protection, and to coordinate the terms and conditions of the various 

permits for the two projects. This continuation of reserved jurisdiction in permits issued to 
the DWR and the USBR which affect Delta water supplies was based on the difficulty of 
setting reasonably accurate, unlimited duration conditions for the Delta. 

To ensure protection of Delta beneficial uses, and to make optimum use of storage, pumping, 
and conveyance facilities, the operations of the CVP and SWP must be coordiited. 
Therefore, the terms and conditions related to the Delta are the same in all of the projects’ 
permits. Also, in 1986, the USBR and the DWR entered into the COA (described in 
Chapter I) which obligates the CVP and the SWP to coordiite their operations to meet 
D-1485 objectives. 

Jn 1985, some of the standards in D-1485 were amended to change or delete some 
monitoring stations in the Suisun Marsh and to revise the schedule for implementation of the 
salinity objectives. Table JJI-2 presents a smmnary of the amended Suisun Marsh 

- requirements for the CVP and the SWP. 

B. SWRCB 1991 BAY-DELTA PLAN 

Jn May 1991, the SWRCB adopted the 1991 Bay-Delta Plan. The 1991 Bay-Delta Plan 
superseded: (1) the 1978 Delta Plan to the extent that the 1978 plan addressed the water 
quality parameters that are included in the 1991 plan; and (2) the regional water quality 
control plans for San Francisco Bay and the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta (Basin 2 Plan and 
Basin 5B Plan, respectively) to the extent of any conflict. 

The 1991 Bay-Delta Plan contains numerous water quality objectives for the protection of 
municipal and industrial, agricultural, and fish and wildlife beneficial uses (Table m-3). 
They include: salinity levels for municipal and industrial intakes, Delta agriculture, export 
agriculture, and estuarine fish and wildlife resources; an expanded period of protection for 
striped bass spawning; and temperature and dissolved oxygen levels for fisheries in the Delta. 



Table 111-3. 1991 Bay-Delta Salinity Plan water quality objectives. 

LOCATION 
SITE NOS. INDEX YEAR 
(I-A/FM) PARAMETER OESCRlfllON lYPE TYPE DATES VALUES. 

C.J 
CHCCCO6 

Cldorido (Cl.) 

C.5 
CHCCCM 

Chloride (Cl.) 

D-lZ(ncur) 
RSANW7 

c-9 
CHWSTO 

Chloride (Cl.) 

Dr4iC.I Chloride (Cl.) 
CHDMColll 

c.19 
SLCCHl6 

Chloride (C,., 

SLBARJ’ 

Clrloridc (C,., 

Maximum medn daily, in mgil 

SacR 
40-30.30 

Sac R 
40.30.30 

W 
AN 
EN 
D 
C 

Not Applicahlc A// 

Not Applicable All 

Nor ,,tpp/icah/a All 

NO, Applicahlc Al/ 

ocr-Sq 250 

No. oldays ocb Cal. 
Year c I50 ,nnN c,. 

240-(66%) 
190 (52,%) 
175 (48%) 
16s (45%) 
I55 (42%) 

owsep 250 

Cc,.Scp 250 

oer-Srp 250 

oa.sq 250 



Table 111-3. 1991 Bay-Delta Salinity Plan water quality objectives (contintied). 

SAMPLING 
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Appendix to Table III-3.  

YEAR TYPE 2

All Years for All Objectives

Critical

Index
Millions of Acre-Feet

7.8

6.5

5.4

9.2

Sacramento Valley
Water Year Hydrologic Classification

Year classification shall be determined by computation of the following equation:

INDEX  =  0.4 * X + 0.3 * Y + 0.3 * Z

  Where: X     = Current year’s April – July
Sacramento Valley unimpaired runoff

Y     = Current October – March
Sacramento Valley unimpaired runoff

Z     = Previous year’s index1

The Sacramento Valley unimpaired runoff for the current water year
(October 1 of the preceding calendar year through September 30 of
the current calendar year), as published in California Department of
Water Resources Bulletin 120, is a forecast of the sum of the

following locations: Sacramento River above Bend Bridge, near Red
Bluff; Feather River, total inflow to Oroville Reservoir; Yuba River at
Smartville; American River, total inflow to Folsom Reservoir.
Preliminary determinations of year classification shall be made in
February, March, and April with final determination in May.  These
preliminary determinations shall be based on hydrologic conditions to
date plus forecasts of future runoff assuming normal precipitation for
the remainder of the water year.

Index
Classification   Millions of Acre-Feet (MAF)

Wet……………….…… Equal to or greater than 9.2

Above Normal………. Greater than 7.8 and less than 9.2

Below Normal……….. Equal to or less than 7.8 and greater than 6.5

Dry……………….…… Equal to or less than 6.5 and greater than 5.4

Critical……………….. Equal to or less than 5.4

1
 A cap of 10.0 MAF is put on the previous year’s index (Z) to account for required flood control reservoir releases

during wet years.
2

The year type for the preceding water year will remain in effect until the initial forecast of unimpaired runoff for the
current water year is available.


















